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“[Cookie deprecation] is a monumental change. It has also been a long time coming,” our

analyst Evelyn Mitchell-Wolf said on a recent “Meet the Analyst” webinar. The signal loss will

force advertisers to shift targeting strategies, campaign measurement, and identity solutions.

But other trends—direct remains the dominant programmatic transaction method and

connected TV (CTV)’s growing share of ad spend—will stay their course.

What cookie deprecation will change

1. Historical benchmarks lose meaning. “Just like cookieless targeting looks di�erent,

requiring di�erent methodologies, so does cookieless measurement,” Mitchell-Wolf said. For

example, that will mean performance tracking for this year’s holiday campaign may not be as

comparable to years’ prior.

As a result, advertisers are relying more on the consumer data they have available. Six in 10

brands and agencies say they will be more focused on ad placements with publishers with

first-party data in 2024, according to November 2023 data from the Interactive Advertising

Bureau.

2. Identity providers consolidate. There are more than 110 identity providers, according to

Prohaska Consulting, which isn’t sustainable, Mitchell-Wolf said. “A deterministic identifier’s

e�ectiveness is predicated on scale. Those that don’t get enough traction won’t last long once

third-party cookies are gone, while smaller providers with high-quality data, tech, or

methodology may get acquired.”

What cookie deprecation won’t change

1. Programmatic open auctions are trending out. In under a decade, the open exchange went

from the most popular transaction method to the least, overtaken by programmatic direct in

2014 and by private marketplaces in 2020. Although spend on the open exchange is still

growing, it will continue losing share of the overall programmatic display ad market,

accounting for only 8.5% of spend in 2025.

https://emarketer.brandlive.com/Cookie-Deprecation-Has-Begun-Now-What/en
https://www.emarketer.com/insights/programmatic-digital-display-ad-spending/
https://www.emarketer.com/insights/guide-ctv/
https://www.emarketer.com/content/cookie-deprecation-won-t-change-advertisers-preferred-transaction-methods-devices
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Investing in direct buying paths helps advertisers reduce hidden fees, alleviate frequency

problems, lowers the risk of data leakage, and decreases their carbon usage, said Mitchell-

Wolf.

2. CTV claims more shares of programmatic spend. Last year, CTV overtook desktops and

laptops in programmatic display ad spend. CTV will account for more than a quarter (25.6%)

of the programmatic video market this year. “Consumers are averaging less daily time on

computers and more than making up for it on their TVs,” Mitchell-Wolf said. “Advertisers are

adjusting their programmatic ad spend accordingly.”

Although mobile still dominates, thanks to the stronghold of programmatic spend on social

platforms, CTV’s growth will persist. “With a steady drumbeat of cord-cutting looming over

the industry, streaming and programmatic will play a bigger role than ever in this year’s

upfront negotiations,” Mitchell-Wolf said.

Watch the full webinar.

This was originally featured in the eMarketer Daily newsletter. For more marketing insights,

statistics, and trends, subscribe here.

https://www.emarketer.com/insights/mobile-users-smartphone-usage/
https://emarketer.brandlive.com/Cookie-Deprecation-Has-Begun-Now-What/en
https://www.insiderintelligence.com/edaily/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=newsletter_referral&utm_campaign
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